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Andy KO’s Dean in Round 2 
New Grandfather Sees Birdies, Stars and Grads 

The bell had barely rung to begin round two when the young Andy  
“Knock Knock” Lohrmann sent his rapidly aging father, Dean “Who’s 
 There?” Lohrmann, to the canvas with a vicious left hook during the 
opening ceremonies of the Heather Lohrmann graduation party. 

Wishing to squeeze in the grudge match before his mother got there,  
Dean unwisely strapped on the gloves to take on his son in the yet- 
to-be-invented backyard sport of trampoline boxing. Boxing judges,  
led by ring veterans John McKee and Bing Miller, had the younger  
Lohrmann slightly ahead on points prior to the special delivery of the 
concussive knockout blow. The knockout punch caught the cute but 
rapidly aging Grandfather flat footed and sent him careening into the 
annals of family legend. The forty-year grandfather was counted out by the crowd while recent grad (and scholarship award 
winner) Heather behaved herself by welcoming her guests and applying smelling salts to her father. “I am so proud of my 
accomplishments,” said the 2003 graduate as she checked her father’s eyes for both reaction to light and general movement. 
“This day means a lot to me because I think I finally know what I want to be in college: a paramedic.” 

After apparently coming back to consciousness, Dean (seen above seconds before getting clocked) was asked about his 
thoughts about both the fight and Heather’s graduation. He paused, blinked his glassed-over eyes and said, “Tell Mom that 
Snoopy and Mike are outside and won’t come in for lunch.”  

Newsletter

Summer Scoops… 
Kudos to all-around good gal, Katie Barnett, newest 
graduate from Jefferson High School. She will be attending 
the University of Iowa and promises to “not to need any bail 
money for my entire freshman year.” Little Billy Miller has 
been named one of People Magazine’s 25 Most Eligible 
Bachelors much to the dismay of his great-grandchild 
demanding Grandmother…Ellen McKee is secretly 
dropping hints about a new dog….Mary McKee has broken 
off her passionate relationship with Stan Hussen (see May 
2003 issue) and is planning on “rekindling with an old 
boyfriend.” Uncle Bing finds the Iraqi fugitive playing card 
deck “a helluva thing” and thinks he saw the nine of hearts 
at Wal-Mart last Wednesday or Thursday morning. 
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